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The CM® Rocket™ universal pendant control is engineered for maximum
operator comfort, while delivering the precision control your application
demands.

At the heart of the CM Rocket is a unique rocker switch that is
ergonomically designed to reduce thumb strain and fatigue. The rocker
switch gives the operator ultimate load control for micro-positioning
applications, as well as increased safety and efficiency for hoist and
machine operators. Its curved, well-balanced shape and ribbed grip help
ensure the operator maintains a secure and comfortable hold.

The patented CM Rocket can be used for momentary operation of
numerous types of industrial equipment, including hoists, conveyors, lift
elevators and lift gates, mill drives, actuators and winches. This versatile
pendant control is available in 4 configurations:

• Single-speed pendant

• Single-speed pendant with emergency stop

• 2-speed pendant

• 2-speed pendant with emergency stop

Experience the CM Advantage. Compared to the competitors’ traditional
straight grip and push-button configurations, the CM Rocket’s comfort-fit
design and responsive rocker switch give operators maximum control
with minimal effort.

Rocket Universal Pendant Control

FITS YOUR HOIST & INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
The adjustable rubber grommet easily accepts
multiple power cable sizes from .33" to .64"
diameter.

DUAL STRAIN RELIEF
The CM Rocket can be connected with internal 
or external strain relief.

CURVED, COMFORT-FIT DESIGN
Well-balanced design fits comfortably in the palm
of your hand, requiring minimal wrist flexion for
operation to reduce operator fatigue and hand
strain.

RIBBED GRIP
Unlike the competitors’ smooth grip, the ribbed
construction of the CM Rocket’s grip provides a
secure hold in all environments.

DURABLE CASING
Pendant is made of durable ABS plastic that is
shock, corrosion and moisture resistant. 

MEETS HIGH PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The CM Rocket pendant is NEMA 4/4X (IP65)
approved for indoor industrial service only and
temperature rated for indoor use at -0°C (32° F). 

READY TO INSTALL
The Rocket pendant is easy to install and comes with
everything you need to be up and running in minutes,
including fasteners, labels, a cord warning tag and
installation instructions.

OPTIONAL EMERGENCY STOP
Large emergency stop button is easy to operate with
simple push-down, twist-to-release operation for 
compliance with OSHA-required safeguarding 
measures. Emergency stop is optional and available
on single-speed and 2-speed pendants.

ROCKER SWITCH
Rocker switch requires minimal thumb movement 
and push force, reducing strain on thumb and hand. 
It allows the operator to control hoists and other
industrial equipment with precision control and 
accuracy. The wide shape of rocker switch ensures
easy operation with or without gloves.

PROTECTIVE GASKET
A rubber gasket seated under the rocker switch 
prevents environmental contaminants from entering
the pendant. 

RUGGED DIRECTIONAL INDICATORS 
Directional indicators feature raised, non-slip ridges
for ease of use and secure thumb placement. 
Ridges will not wear quickly, like the competitors’
stickers or printed indicators.
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